
Be Able To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I ____________________________, so I was starting out for a walk.1.
(past perfect/not/sleep)

hadn't been able to sleep

I want you to save a good holiday for next winter; I hope we
________________________ you to some larks.
2.

(shall/help)shall be able to help

But _________________________________________________ you?3.
(how on earth/your master/present simple/ever/throw/?)

how on earth is your master ever able to throw

She ________________________ her, though she felt that an answer
there was.
4.

(past simple/not/answer)
wasn't able to answer

To all appearances, he ________________________________ his flock
from mischief.
5.

(past perfect/not/restrain)
had not been able to restrain

____________________________ out of that ill-fated hole without aid?6.
(he/would/climb/?)

Would he be able to climb

We have, accordingly, been making every preparation on our part, which
we ___________________.
7.

(present simple/make)are able to make

It ______________________________ all the storm and stress which
followed its discovery.
8.

(past perfect/not/endure)
had not been able to endure

________________________ well?9. (what/he/present simple/do/?)What is he able to do

How early this distinction was adopted I
_________________________________.
10.

(present perfect/not/discover)have not been able to discover

__________________________________ herself decently?11.
(how/she/would/behave/?)

How would she be able to behave

They ________________________ their children.12. (must/teach)must be able to teach

But I _______________________.13. (shall/not/go)shan't be able to go

______________________________ her features, were I to creep over?14.
(I/should/discern/?)

Should I be able to discern
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I ________________________ you this whole evening, even when the
lamps were out; for lightning gives light.
15.

(present perfect/see)
have been able to see

Otherwise we __________________________________ ourselves.16.
(might/past/support)

might have been able to support

I could not tell Mary, for if it proved not to be him she
____________________________ it.
17.

(would/not/bear)would not be able to bear

You are a lucky woman ________________________ in happiness.18.
(indefinite/believe)

to be able to believe

Yet I ________________________________ it, without omitting
circumstances which I thought Congress would rather choose to know.
19.

(present perfect/not/abridge)

have not been able to abridge

It is possible that I __________________________ my composure.20.
(may/not/keep)

may not be able to keep
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